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Abstract
In modern intensive care units (ICUs), the medical staff has
to monitor a huge amount of high-dimensional and timeoriented data, which needs to be visualized user- and taskspecifically to ease diagnosis and treatment planning.
Available visual representations, like diagrams or charts
neglect the implicit information as well as a-priory or
associated knowledge about the data and its meaning (for
example, 38.5°C (101.3°F) is moderate fever and 41°C
(105.8°F) is critical fever). Another challenge is to provide
appropriate interaction techniques to explore and navigate
the data and its temporal dimensions. In this context one
major challenge is to connect time-oriented data and information to a coherent interactive visualization. In this paper
we present different interactive visualization techniques
which enable the users to reveal the data at several levels of
detail and abstraction, ranging from a broad overview to the
fine structure. We will also introduce a time visualization
and navigation technique that connects overview+detail,
pan+zoom, and focus+context features to one powerful
time-browser.

is defined by its value, occurrence time, valid time,
measurement deviation tolerance and trustability. As one
consequence, the almost overwhelming amount and the
high-dimensional, time-oriented structure of this data need
to be visualized user- and task-specifically to ease diagnosis
and treatment planning. Challenges are the visualization of
this n-dimensional data, in particular of its temporaldimensions, since time and the temporal dimensions need to
be treated differently than other features. For example, time
cannot be reversed, data is linear as well as cyclical over
time and the data is collected and expressed in different
granularities of time (e.g., in days, hours, minutes, seconds
and milliseconds).

Categories & Subject Descriptors: H.5.m [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: Miscellaneous.
General Terms: Design, Human Factors.
Keywords: Visualization, health care, user interface
design, information visualization, temporal data modeling
and abstraction, medical application: intensive care units.
INTRODUCTION
In medical domain, e.g., for treating patients in intensive
care units (ICUs), the medical staff has to interpret and respond rapidly to a large number of clinical parameters and
has to select an appropriate treatment for the patient among
many different options and alternatives. According to the
temporal dimension in medical applications, each data point
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Abstraction of n-dimensional data into 2- or 3-dimensional
visualizations is widely used but including time needs
special treatment to capture the temporal properties. Consequently, new solutions are necessary to capture n-dimensional data and treating the temporal dimensions differently.
STATE OF THE ART
During the last years various approaches have been developed to visualize time-oriented data in general. Also in the
medical field, different approaches were introduced to
capture the complex representation of time-varying patients'
data. Here several dimensions need to be visualized
according to the medical problems, diagnoses, or treatment
actions.
One technique to visualize personal histories and other
temporal data is the LifeLines approach [9,10]. Starting
from an overview of the whole chronicle, zooming provides
more details. One fundamental component of visualizing
temporal data using LifeLines is the use of timelines [14],
where colored horizontal bars are plotted over the required
period of time of an assigned action or event. The length of
those bars is derived from the duration time and the
width/height from the significance of that action or event. In
contrast discrete events are represented by icons. Color is
used to visualize specific sections or relationships. In
comparison to tabular representations LifeLines lead to
faster response times, better first impressions of the data
and higher recall rates [1]. However, there is a lack of
visualizing continuous data over time (e.g., a fever curve).

The Graphical Summary of Patient Status by Powsner and
Tufte [11] visualizes a lot of "fever curves" in small
repeated graphs with identical formats. The data in these
small multiples is scaled to five graphically same sized
qualitative ranges (critically reduced, reduced, normal,
elevated and critically elevated). Using scaled values
simplifies rating and interpretation since big vertical
displacement corresponds to clinical significance. Unfortunately, this visualization scales every qualitative level by a
different amount. As a result the visual distance between
two values in different quality levels is not proportional to
the numerical distance. In addition to the qualitative scales
used, the temporal focus+context visualization of the
Graphical Summary of Patient Status is very convincing.
Due to a non-linear time-scale, a graphical summary is
achieved, compressing two years of data into a context for
recent trends. Additional ideas concerning data summaries
are presented by Shahar and Cheng [12]. They utilize
derived temporal data abstractions to communicate complex
data dependencies.
Such focus+context techniques are visualization and interaction methods adapted to the human visual perception and
cognition. According to the human foveal vision and context-oriented cognition [15,4] rich detailed foci are displayed in the context of bigger coarse parts. Comparative
evaluations of focus+context, pan+zoom and overview+detail techniques attest focus+context techniques a
leading position [3,7,8] but also address disadvantages in
respect of information scent [7,8].
OUR VISUALIZATION APPROACH
In the next sections we will introduce our solutions for the
visualization of high-dimensional, time-oriented data as
well as our time visualization and navigation techniques.
Visualizing Time-Oriented Data
The alternative visual representations of time-oriented data
are closely connected to the available display space and the
required information content. The information space and
display space are tied by the complexity of the data to be
visually explored and the tasks the users want to accomplish. Therefore, we introduce different visualizations
ordered by the required display space and automatically
ordered by the attainable information content. Afterwards
we explain the cooperation and interaction of these visualization techniques.
Visualizing Qualitative Scales
Two techniques are useful to visualize qualitative data or
respectively to visualize qualitatively abstracted data. The
first one "color-coded timelines" is similarly used in the
LifeLines approach and the second one "height-coded
timelines" has been developed as a descendant of the first.
In the original LifeLines approach, colored horizontal bars
are plotted over the required period of time of an assigned
action or event. In that approach, color is used to visualize

specific fractions or relationships. In our case of visualizing
data, color can be used to represent regions of different
qualitative characteristics. As an example, critical fever
values can be colored red, moderate fever yellow and normal temperature green. In Figure 1 critical fever periods
can be easily located. Such kind of color-coded timelines
provides a fair amount of information by using only a
minimum of display space. They can be minimized to a
minimum of only one pixel of screen height by carrying the
same amount of information. However, appropriate colors
have to be found for the different qualitative levels in the
data. To carry on with the fever example, now the question
is how reduced and critically reduced temperature can intuitively be colored.
Consequently, we developed height-coded timelines as a
descendant of color-coded timelines. They can be used
without assigning color to the qualitative levels of the data.
Height-coded timelines represent different qualitative levels
like bar-charts by using different heights of the timelines.
Figure 2 shows the same fever data as Figure 1. As a result
of using height-coded timelines the ordinal scale of the data
is visualized. As you can see in Figure 3 this visual
encoding allows to represent intuitively the full range from
critically reduced temperature up to critical fever. To
enhance height-coded timelines they can also be colored
additionally. Thus, the alarming nature of red regions can
be retained (see Figure 4).
By using height, the amount of information content has
been increased, but at the same time the required display
space has also been increased slightly. To sum up heightcoded timelines can be minimized to a minimum of n pixels
(where n is the number of different qualitative levels) and
they provide additional information about the ordinal scale
of the data.
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Figure 1. Color-coded timeline representation of a fever
curve.
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Figure 2. Height-coded timeline representation of the
same fever curve as in Figure 1.

Figure 3. Height-coded timeline of critically elevated,
elevated, normal, reduced and critically reduced
qualitative levels.
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Figure 4. Colored version of the height-coded timeline
in Figure 2.

Qualitative - Quantitative Hybrids
Hybrid techniques can combine intuitive and easily to
interpret qualitative representations with more detailed
quantitative representations. A quantitative data stream
enhanced with color-coded qualitative regions is visualized
in Figure 5. This visual representation eases the recognition
of critical periods as well as of concrete fluctuations in the
data. Especially flat data streams become more obvious
since the colored regions aid the perception of the otherwise
small variations in the data.
The data stream can also be split in to its qualitative regions
without using color, as illustrated in Figure 6. In this case,
vertical lines divide the different parts from each other. In
contrast to common verticall markings (like, using strokes
starting at the y-axis to split different regions in a chart) the
horizontal splitting used (by applying color regions or vertical lines) is more appropriate for visualizing flat data
streams.
Another hybrid approach, used in the Graphical Summary
of Patient Status [11] was described above. As mentioned
there, the data is scaled to graphically same sized
qualitative ranges. Unfortunately, due to this scaling, the
visual distance between two values in different quality
levels is not proportional to the numerical distance. Our
visualizations overcome these disadvantages.
Visualizing Quantitative Scales
Quantitative scales offer the ability to read off exact
values and relations from the data. Unfortunately, they do
not automatically include the knowledge that is included
in qualitative scales (e.g., is a particular value critical or
not).
A possible solution is to color the y-axis to visualize infor-
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Another challenge when visualizing quantitative data is the
amount of attributes or dimensions assigned to each data
point. Among them are the value, the occurrence time, the
valid time, measurement deviation tolerances, and trustability.
Visualizing Data Points and its Dimensions
The occurrence time of a data point is marked at the
corresponding point in time. According to the granularity of
the specified point it is represented by a small mark or by
an extended mark capturing the uncertainties as shown in
Figure 8.
The valid time of a data point is represented by a horizontal
line indicating a valid value over the specified period of
time (Figure 8). The missing of a valid value is indicated by
filling the whole region of time with a gray box (Figure 11).
If data values suffer from measurement deviations (e.g. ±
1%) then the corresponding range of values is marked as
illustrated in Figure 9.
The trustability of a data value is represented by the fill
level of a green bar. This vertical bar is plotted right above
the data value itself as can be seen in Figure 10.
It is not always the case that a data point possesses all these
attributes. Nevertheless, the developed techniques can
depict them all at the same time in the same visualization
(Figure 11 bottom).
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Figure 5. Flat quantitative data display with colored
qualitative regions.

°C

mation about qualitative attributes. Additional horizontal
colored lines mark points, where the data values leave one
qualitative level and enter another one. The used color is
determined by the color of the leaving and entering level as
you can see in Figure 7. Direct coloring the data trail as
well as marking regions by coloring the background of the
visualization is also used.

Figure 8. Representation of a data point with a more
coarse (left) and a more precise (right) occurrence
time than the actual timeline scale. Additionally a
horizontal line indicates the valid time of the data
point.
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Figure 6. Flat quantitative data display split into qualitative regions without using color.

Figure 9. Visualization of measurement deviation by
extending the representations as shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 7. Fever curve with a qualitative colored y-axis
and marked qualitative level crossings.

Figure 10. Trustability of data points represented by a
green filled bar. (extending Figure 8).

Visualizing High-Frequency Data
Data points can be connected by straight lines (as shown in
Figure 11 bottom) or by interpolation to visualize a contiguous data curve (e.g. a fever curve). Unfortunately, those
visualizations reach their limits when it comes to displaying
high-frequency data. When displaying high-frequency data
many data values have to be laid down on one and the same
small display region (e.g. a pixel or a row of pixels). In that
case, appropriate visualization techniques are necessary that
abstract the data and nevertheless generate an expressive
representation.
The common way of visualizing high-frequency data is to
calculate and display statistical measures, like average
value, median or standard deviation. Thereby information
on minima, maxima and critical values, etc. are lost.
To minimize the amount of information loss and to expressively represent the data Information Murals [5] can be
used (e.g., see Figure 12). Unfortunately, an Information
Mural represents the distribution of the data very well but
neglects information on minima and maxima as well. Additionally, this information and other statistical values can be
integrated. We have enhanced the Information Mural
visualization by displaying minima, maxima, the median
and the 25% and 75% percentile as you can see in Figure
13. Thus the data stream can be traced closely, the stray
area of 50% of the data (interquartile distance, between the
25% and 75% percentile) as well as minima, maxima and
the median can be read off.
Even though the information content is high, the resulting
visualizations are rather complex and, hence, hard to interpret. Therefore, to get an even more abstract, but nevertheless expressive representation of high-frequency data, we
use a redesign (inspired by Tufte [14]) of Tukey box-plots
(former known from statistical visualizations). In this redesign (see Figure 14) the space between the minimum and
the maximum is filled light-colored at first. Then the space
between the 25% and 75% percentile is filled a little bit
darker and the median is marked black. Now, a lot of these
small box-plot-bars can be connected to a full data stream
representation (Figure 15).
In combination with the enhanced Information Murals and
the common way of displaying the median only, the user is
provided with multiple views on to the data and, doing so,
new insights are granted.
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Figure 11. Gray regions indicate missing of valid data
values in any representation.

Figure 12. Information Mural representation of a highfrequency data stream.
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Figure 13. Extended Information Mural representation
with (1) maxima, (2) 75% percentile, (3) median, (4)
25% percentile and (5) minima.
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Figure 14. Very slim redesign of a Tukey box-plot
inspired by Tufte [14].

Interacting with Data and Time
In the sections above the visualization techniques have been
described separately. In this section we show how they
cooperate and how the user can interact with them.
The major tasks when exploring the data will be searching/browsing in the data (e.g. by filtering and zooming) and
in time (e.g. by panning and zooming).

Figure 15. Visualization of a data stream using the redesigned box-plot of Figure 14. Connecting redesigned box-plots with an other (left) generates a
data stream representation as shown right.

Browsing the Data
According to the limited display space and human cognition
and perception capabilities, the visualization techniques
mentioned above can be connected to a coherent interactive
data browser.
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To read off exact values in every visualization the mouse
cursor provides additional information of date and value
under the tip of the cursor (Figure 17).
According to the available horizontal display space, the
data points are visualized individually or by the above
mentioned techniques for high-frequency data. The next
section describes how to navigate and browse in time.
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Figure 16. Steps of resizing/zooming the representation
of a data stream from a broad overview to the fine
structure.
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Figure 17. The mouse cursor provides additional information about exact values, date (left) and about
used colors and scales (right).

Browsing the Time
The time visualization is spread over three connected timelines (see Figure 18). The first (bottom) one provides a
fixed overview of the underlying data and its full temporal
range. Selecting a sub-range in the first timeline defines the
temporal bounds for the second (middle) and third (top)
timeline. By interacting with that sub-range you can easily
pan+zoom in time (Figure 18).
The second (middle) and third (top) timeline provide the
ability to add distortion borders in time. These borders can
be moved interactively on one or the other timeline to
distort the linearity of time visualization (Figure 19). This
provides the ability to define focus+context regions in an
intuitive and interactive way. Achievable distortions can
vary from simple focus+context regions (Figure 19 bottomright) to portals [6] (Figure 19 bottom-left). Highlighted
sharp borders of different time distortions minimize interpretation uncertainties.
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Resizing the data vertically zooms and browses intuitively
through the different visualization techniques and abstraction levels of the data. Figure 16 shows the changing visual
representation of the data, from a broad overview to the fine
structure. By this means, not only is the display space efficiently used but also new exploration and examination
methods are provided. Additionally the different visualization techniques automatically explain one another.

If the user is not familiar with one visual representation then
he or she can keep track of changes from a familiar one to
the unknown in order to understand the mapping from
properties between one and the other.
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The scaling/zooming described is useful on the one hand to
provide the right amount of detail for each task and on the
other hand to enable the user to explore the data step by
step adding one detail after another. Adding more detail
only step by step aids to keep the cognitive context when
changing the visual representation. Furthermore, the user is
able to quickly assign a qualitative level to a quantitative
visualization and vice versa, due to smooth zooming
between both.
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Figure 18. Timeline interaction: The selected sub-range
at the bottom timeline can be moved and rescaled to
pan+zoom the time range shown in the middle and
top timeline.
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the display size and the remaining time of the selected temporal region is compressed to the remaining quarter.
Different visualization techniques are used to represent the
temporal patient data. For example a colored hybrid technique is used for the saturation of oxygen in blood (SpO2).
Height-color-coded timelines as well as quantitative visualizations are also used in the screenshot.
Critical regions at the first day and a smooth stabilizing
process over the rest of the week are easy to recognize. Due
to the use of color-coding it is recognizable (even without
medical knowledge) that the saturation of oxygen in blood
(SpO2) and the partial thromboplastin time (PTT) were to
low and the heart frequency (HF) were to high on the first
day.
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Figure 19. Interactive timeline distortion: (top-left)
added distortion border, (top-right) distort timeline
by simple dragging, (bottom-left) distort timeline by
two distortion borders, (bottom-right) portal distortion.
The whole temporal range of the data can be browsed by
using both or only one technique. Additional overview+detail is provided by displaying the same data at all
three timelines at different abstraction levels according to
the available display space.
A menu with selectable predefined layouts eases the use of
and change between several common and preferred distortion configurations.
SCENARIO: PULMONARY EMBOLISM CARE
This section illustrates the discussed techniques in context
of an intensive care unit application and a pulmonary embolism case. Figure 20 shows a screenshot of the implemented
prototype for intensive care patient treatment. In addition to
the visualization of temporal data, treatment plans have also
been included in the image.
Horizontal resizing of a treatment plan results in resizing/zooming of its data content. In doing so the used data
visualization techniques change according to the available
horizontal display size (as described above in "Browsing
the Data")
In the screenshot a selected temporal range, from December
2002 to the middle of May 2003, can be seen at the bottom
timeline. The patient was not at the ICU the whole period,
but only after the admission to the hospital for one day. The
first timeline (bottom) shows the whole period of the
patient's case history, the second time line (middle) illustrates the period the patient is dealing with pulmonary
embolism, and the third timeline (top) depicts the first week
of therapeutic interventions in focus, and the remaining
time as context. At the second timeline (middle) exact dates
can already be seen from the selected region. At the third
timeline (top) the first week is scaled to three quarters of

At the right side of the screenshot the actual patient status
as well as information about treatment, involved physicians,
etc. are displayed.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we have presented a novel way of visualizing
time-oriented data. We have developed several visualization techniques which enhance the understanding of
qualitative and quantitative characteristics of a given data
stream. The challenges in that circumstance were to support
the exploration tasks of users with different tasks in mind
and to capture as much as possible temporal information on
a limited display space without loss of overview and detail.
In this context Shneidermann proposed the Visual Information Seeking Mantra: "Overview first, zoom and filter,
then details-on-demand" [13]. The proposed solution
enables those features by particular visualization and
navigation techniques, which takes the temporal dimensions
of the data into account.
We have shown, how these techniques can be used in the
medical domain, in particular we have shown how to
explore patients with pulmonary embolism. However, our
proposed techniques are not only applicable in the medical
field. The techniques are applicable to any applications,
which meet the same problem characteristics (e.g. complexity of data, tasks, users). We have applied the techniques to the field of stock-exchange too [2].
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Figure 20. Screenshot of the implemented prototype for intensive care and long term patient treatment.

